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BACKGROUND
1. Department of Transportation’s (DOT) interest in 
increasing non-motorized transportation
BACKGROUND
1. Focus on driver safety
2. Crash frequency vs crash severity
BACKGROUND
1. Urban environments
2. Risk factors:
• Location,
• Environmental, 
• Crash, 
• Road, 
• Demographic, and 
• Traffic characteristics.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Explore risk factors of crash 
severity for pedestrians and 
bicyclists in the Oregon Highway 
Network System
DATA AND METHODS
1. Oregon statewide crash database (2007-2014)
2. ODOT’s TransGIS database
3. Neighborhood concepts (Currans et al. 2015)
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DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS
1. Location characteristics
2. Environmental conditions
3. Crash characteristics
4. Traffic characteristics
5. Road characteristics
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ROAD CHARACTERISTICS –EXPOSURE ANALYSIS
DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS
- Crash risk under various road characteristics
- Likelihood of crash involvement 
- Depends on exposure
- Risk ratio ~ concentration of crashes (number of lanes, road width, and road 
classification)
- Exposure controlled by estimating the proportion of VMT
Example: 𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘	𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 = +,-.,/012,	34	.-156,5	7/	-3185	9706	:	;1/,
+,-.,/012,	34	<=>	7/	-3185	9706	:	;1/,
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RESULTS
1. METHODOLOGY
2. INDIVIDUAL MODEL
3. POOLED MODELS
4. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
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Other significant 
variables:
- Land use
- Segment vs Inters.
- Time of the day
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
PEDESTRIAN MODEL
CRASH SEVERITY ~  Light conditions +
Road classification +
Posted speed limit +
Pedestrian location+
AADT(Only truck)
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
PEDESTRIAN MODEL
CRASH SEVERITY ~  
BASELINE SCENARIO
Prob. (K+A)=7.4%
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
PEDESTRIAN MODEL
CRASH SEVERITY ~  Light conditions (DARKNESS) +
Road classification (LOCAL STREET) +
Posted speed limit (<50 MPH) +
Pedestrian location (CROSSWALK) +
AADT(Only truck) (<700) 
Prob. (K+A)=7.4%
Prob. (K+A)=16.1% Change = +8.6%
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BICYCLIST MODEL
CRASH SEVERITY ~  Bicyclist location+
AADT
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CONCLUSIONS
1. TAKEAWAYS
- Age
- Alcohol intoxication
- Vehicle size
- Vehicle movement
- Posted speed limit
- Light conditions
- Road classification
- Road surface
- Location of the user
- Land use and AADT
CONCLUSIONS
2. MITIGATION
- Educational campaigns
- Training courses
- More strict enforcement
- Protection vulnerable users
CONCLUSIONS
3.    LIMITATIONS and FUTURE RESEARCH
- Underreporting
- Speed
- Bike facilities
- Special pedestrian signals
QUESTIONS?
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